
what is a complex system
Defining complexity is a complex task in itself. Definitions
differ sl ightly from one scientist to the next. There is,
however, some level of consensus around the features of
complex systems. Here is my own l ist of the main features
of complex systems:

there are multiple interacting elements
all elements have some level of autonomy
the elements all interact simultaneously
many of the elements can affect each other
the elements interact in non-linear ways

Most complex systems also evolve and change over time.
Examples of complex systems include:

the economy
an ecosystem
your immune system
an urban traffic network
an organisation

Patterns can occur spontaneously in such systems, these are

cal led emergent properties and have no designer. Such

patterns are genuinely co-created by al l of the interacting

elements in the system as they emerge purely as a result of

interactions between them. The emergent properties are
where much of the beauty, mystery, power and unpredictability
of a complex system is. What kinds of patterns wi l l emerge in

such a system, how stable they wi l l be and what kinds of

things wi l l trigger a change are unpredictable in much detai l

to any science we know to date.

making sense of complexity
Complex dynamics are unpredictable to our intel lectual

reasoning, but what if there is a side to our intel legence that

effortlessly interprets complexity? Whi lst much of the subtle

pattern and intricate dynamics of a complex system is not

able to be grasped in a l iteral sense, but many bel ieve our

tacit ways of knowing are wel l equipped for the job. Tacit

memory has been the subject of many studies, especial ly in

the context of therapy. In Peter Levine's book "Trauma and

Memory" he describes how tacit memories "arise as a

col lage of sensations, emotions and behaviours" and goes on

to describe how they are intricately l inked to our bodi ly

sensations and physical responses. What if we were to work

with embodied tacit knowledge outside of the therapeutic

context? What could it bring to our everyday decision

making? Engaging our embodied ways of knowing in a

complex situation is what I think of as systems sensing.

engaging embodied knowing
I use many body-based practices in my workshops, some of

which work with al lowing your body creative expression in

relation to an idea. But just because you are using your body

doesn't mean you are connected with your embodied

wisdom. For example, if I am inviting you to do some

movement on behalf of an idea, you could either think of

some movements that represent that concept and then

perform them with your body (less embodied) , or you

could notice how your body seems to want to respond

when you think about that idea and explore what happens if

you al low it to do so (more embodied) .

engaging the art of improvisation
I f complex situations are unpredictable, then it stands to

reason that improvisation wi l l be a useful ski l l . Improvisation

takes you out of the realm of the abstract and into ‘realtime’

where you need stay connected with your senses to keep

up! When you improvise you have to act without stepping

back to weigh the pros and cons. This wi l l force you to rely

on your intuition and tacit ways of knowing more. Any

improvisational practices wi l l bui ld your ski l ls in deal ing with

complexity (especial ly group improvisation) . One of the

improvisational practices I use is InterPlay, which works with

movement, voice, story and sti l lness.

tools to help you along the way
InterPlay works with 8 bodywisdom tools, 4 of which I

consider particularly relevant to working with complexity:

take an ‘easy focus’ (as opposed to a directed focus)
exform (exformation is a practice to let go of

information overload)
notice (rather than analyse)
claim your inner authority (honour your knowing even if

you can’t articulate it)

Another strength of InterPlay for learning to work with

complexity is that it is playful . Play is a fundamental practice

that al l mammals use to learn about the complex world.

For a more extensive version of the handouts for the

'navigating complexity' workshop series, visit

https://wp.me/Pxiwl-ik.
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